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Anchor: Learning Mathematics can prove to be a tough task, but a professor at Marshall University is 
using toys to make math more understandable. Clark Davis has more. 
 
Davis: Marshall Math professor Bonita Lawrence, is using an old idea to teach math in a new way. She 
and student Saeed Keshavarzian are staring at what looks like a huge contraption built from several 
erector sets. Its spread over 4 lab tables, but this is no toy it’s a differential analyzer.  
 
Lawrence: “It’s a precursor to computers in a very strong sense and it was the first machine to solve what 
we call in mathematics a differential equation and it plotted the solution. But they built the machine 
because they needed the answers to certain questions.” 
 
Davis: Like solving differential equations.  
 
Lawrence: In general speak a differential equation is an equation that relates rates of change in some 
sort of an equation. And right now its solving a second order differential equation if the distance from the 
center of this disk to where the wheel sits is say your acceleration, that motor is the independent variable, 
turns these two disks at a constant rate. And this wheel…. 
 
Davis: If you’re confused your not alone, but here is what the differential analyzer did. In World War II it 
helped develop bouncing bombs used to destroy hydroelectric dams in Germany. Its solutions also 
helped in calculating the characteristics of soil erosion. Lawrence saw her first differential analyzer at 
science museum in London in 1995. That machine was built by Arthur Porter. He built it while a student at 
the University of Manchester after seeing the first differential analyzer at MIT. Lawrence learned that 
Porter, now 97 years old lives in Raleigh, North Carolina. She was inspired to build her own differential 
analyzer after visiting Porter.  
 
Porter: “Seventy years I believe since I built this machine. And I was inspired by my professor Douglas 
Hartree just as much as these students are being inspired by their professor Dr. Bonita Lawrence. So this 
thing goes in cycles and this is how science builds up.” 
 
Davis: Prof. Lawrence built a smaller differential Analyzer they call Lizzy. It’s just a few feet long.  
 
Lawrence: On Lizzie what happens is because the distance here and the distance there are being added 
together and fed back here, we started out with one of the integrators at zero and the other at two or 
something like that. And as time goes on what’s happening, well these two things are getting smaller and 
their being added together and that’s what is positioning this. What happens, this is a beautiful description 
of a limit because the wheel is going to get closer and closer to zero and that’s all it’s going to do.” 
 
Davis: Lawrence and her students have been working on the large differential analyzer for the last three 
years, it should be completed in Mid March but it already has a name, Arthur. Student Saeed 
Keshavarzian says it’s been a fun learning experience.  
 
Keshavarzian: “You know when I was a kid, I use to see that my cousin had a lot of Leggos and I always 
use to think there’s got to be something more than just building a house and this is it, this is amazing. 
This is really awesome that you get too build a real mathematical tool out of just toys.” 
 
Davis: Professor Lawrence expects the analyzer to have a long life in Marshall’s math program teaching 
students how to solve complex math problems without computers.  
For West Virginia Public Broadcasting I’m Clark Davis in Huntington. 


